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Abstract: Following the large-scale 2015–2016 migration crisis that shook Europe, deploying big data
and social media harvesting methods became gradually popular in mass forced migration monitoring.
These methods have focused on producing ‘real-time’ inferences and predictions on individual and
social behavioral, preferential, and cognitive patterns of human mobility. Although the volume of
such data has improved rapidly due to social media and remote sensing technologies, they have also
produced biased, flawed, or otherwise invasive results that made migrants’ lives more difficult in
transit. This review article explores the recent debate on the use of social media data to train machine
learning classifiers and modify thresholds to help algorithmic systems monitor and predict violence
and forced migration. Ultimately, it identifies and dissects five prevalent explanations in the literature
on limitations for the use of such data for A.I. forecasting, namely ‘policy-engineering mismatch’,
‘accessibility/comprehensibility’, ‘legal/legislative legitimacy’, ‘poor data cleaning’, and ‘difficulty of
troubleshooting’. From this review, the article suggests anonymization, distributed responsibility,
and ‘right to reasonable inferences’ debates as potential solutions and next research steps to remedy
these problems.
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1. Introduction: Opportunities and Pitfalls of Extracting Information from Violent and
Migration-Prone Regions

Mass human displacement has often been a by-product of organized violence. Some of
the largest forced migration events in world history have been triggered by anthropogenic
disasters, and international or intrastate conflicts still remain among the most immediate
causes of refugee crises (Lozano-Gracia et al. 2010; Schon 2019; Selby and Hoffmann
2012). Since civil wars are especially fought near populated areas to establish control
over population centers, they are particularly prone to generating mass displacement
(Steele 2009; Lichtenheld 2020). Indeed, frequent exchanges of territory as a result of
conflict—such as in Ukraine, Syria, South Sudan, Myanmar, DR Congo, Somalia, Central
African Republic, Afghanistan, and Iraq—generate an overwhelming majority of the world
refugee population. Both in human history and today, armed conflicts remain one of the
most significant predictors of forced displacement and, often, the size of forced migration.

Violent events lead to the mass uprooting of noncombatants for two reasons. First, the
immediate life-threatening potential of conflicts leads to the departure of entire villages,
towns, and sometimes cities, fleeing into safer regions (Basu and Pearlman 2017). Often,
large-scale population displacement gets triggered because civilians expect harsh treatment
or targeting by the conquerors and leave to escape from such fate (Conte and Migali 2019).
Second, the aftershocks of a conflict create significant infrastructure and sustenance prob-
lems that lead to the mass departure of civilians to gain access to essential resources and
services (Humphrey 2013; Rajabali et al. 2009). Quite frequently, secondary effects such
as the destruction of housing, sanitation and electrical infrastructure, absence of law and
order, and disruptions in food supplies generate escalating hardships in a population center,
creating sustained, low-intensity migration (Sowers and Weinthal 2021; Crush 2013). This
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is not to suggest that armed violence automatically generates forced migration (sometimes
civilians either choose to stay in the clash zone for various reasons, or have mobility prob-
lems that prevent such prospects), but one could safely assume that organized violence
tends to create poverty, grievance, and threat stimuli that usually contributes to locals’
assessments of staying or leaving (Tellez 2022; Epstein 2010).

Violent organized conflict is not solely an independent variable in the study of dis-
placement. Often, climate and seasonal adversities (like bad harvest), in addition to natural
disasters, may trigger forced migration, and are exacerbated by pre-existing or newly
emerging forms of conflict (Ash and Obradovich 2020). In such cases, although violence
does not necessarily initiate migration events, it nonetheless affects the tempo, duration,
and direction of migration flows (Burke et al. 2015). Such disasters and climate-related
effects also contribute to increased violence due to dwindling access to resources, generat-
ing additional competition over water, food, and medical supplies. Dormant grievances
re-emerge due to a wide array of displacement triggers, and ethnic/religious groups may
target each other during migration, or they may be targeted by outside hostile armed actors
while on the move (Salehyan 2007).

Since armed conflict is either (or both) an independent and intervening variable
in migration research, relief agencies and governments have been exploring ways to
quantify and log event data to produce more informed analyses about both forms of
interlinked crises. From the need to establish more detailed and robust mechanisms to
monitor and forecast forced migration and to prevent violence, arose macro-level event
datasets (Lubeck et al. 2003; Nam 2006; Eck 2012). These datasets initially logged violence
in binary forms, and in a dyadic fashion, but in tandem, a number of highly granular
and multi-directional datasets have begun appearing in scientific space (some examples
are Chojnacki et al. 2012; Weidmann 2013; Demarest and Langer 2018). In the last decade,
these datasets have been used not just for explaining conflict and migration, but also to
forecast them (Blair and Sambanis 2020; Carammia et al. 2022).

The need to forecast organized violence and use it in turn to predict forced migra-
tion has long been a priority for state actors and international organizations. Prior to
the proliferation of the scientific and private event data revolution, information about
conflicts and migration was thus largely supplied by formal military observers. The
main problem with these military reports was that they were prone to censorship and
reporting bias, as states tended to misrepresent field events in line with their national
interests (Banerjee and MacKay 2020). From the mid-20th century onwards, the onset of
high-circulation newspapers, radio, and television changed the nature of war reporting and
extracting information about conflict zones by the rise of war reporters and aid workers
as an important additional source of conflict event data. Without a formal military chain
of command constraints, war reporters and aid agencies have begun generating a more
diverse array of field information for both military and non-military purposes, which
was a welcome addition, since they suffered from fewer national interest censorship con-
straints. However, ultimately, they began suffering from other forms of observation bias.
Reporters had editorial constraints (Knightley 2002), whereas aid workers were increasingly
constrained by their superiors when field events did not conform to either editorial or
agency/donor interests (Bunce et al. 2019). Gradually, more academic/scientific projects
took pace by the 1970s, such as David Singer’s ‘Correlates of War Project’, which brought
local, national, and international news reports together to generate a richer account of field
events through traditional media reports (Eck 2012).

However, even when used as part of scientific datasets, traditional media data has
its bias limitations: Primarily, both local and international news outlets have editorial
interests and political prerogatives that often murk their reporting efforts (Ravi 2005). In
most cases, media groups choose to or not to report events based on their pre-existing
political ties or editorial biases. Newspaper outlets have varying degrees of autonomy
and editorial exposure to governmental pressures, rendering the independence of media-
based event reports highly skewed (Lee and Maslog 2005). Second, media data tends
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to focus on ‘big events’ that either affect a large number of people, or a wide swathe of
territory in order to maximize its readership potential (Baum and Zhukov 2015). This
leaves out ‘smaller events’ that are still field events but are omitted due to readership
or sales considerations. Third, media groups tend to over-focus on events that concern
their host country and leave out potentially important events that do not concern them
directly (Weidmann 2016). These ‘irrelevant events’ can often be discarded—again, for
home country readership considerations—but may otherwise contain important details
to infer the inner workings of conflicts. Finally, as stipulated in the Herman–Chomsky
Propaganda Model (Chomsky and Herman 2002; Mullen and Klaehn 2010), there are five
filters through which events have to go through in order to appear in the news. These are
(a) media ownership interests, (b) advertiser interests, (c) censorship or nudges from the
government, (d) threats against established power (corporate or state), and (e) limiting the
mobilizing effect of dissent. These filters form significant barriers against the utilization
of mainstream, ‘established’ media news streams and as illustrated in the bombing of
Serbia in 1999, they result in the significant overrepresentation of violence conducted by
US adversaries.

Largely due to these limitations of ‘classical’ crisis media event data collection proto-
cols, the advent of social media was heralded as an important novelty. The most critical
novelty social media brought was its ‘disintermediated’ nature. Disintermediation is the
reduction or removal of intermediaries in a system (in this case, news and communication)
and within the context of digital communication, it defines the reduced importance of
traditional news intermediaries—editors, reporters, censors—that serve as the middlemen
between the news sources and news consumers (Sampedro et al. 2022). Social media enables
a violent event or a migration movement on the ground, to be documented by participants
themselves, or passerby civilians, through videos, images, and texts in real time, without
any intermediaries, and very little (and obscure) content moderation, directly into the
news feeds of digital users across the world (Eriksson 2018). Social media platforms have
both overlapping and niche capabilities. Twitter excels in short-text/short-media format,
whereas Facebook can be used for gallery-style extended documentation. Instagram offers
a more visual platform experience, whereas TikTok’s comparative advantage is short-term
‘mood’ videos (Jaidka 2022). While Twitter data has so far been used extensively for crisis
research due to its granular API system, researchers are increasingly experimenting with
other social media platforms for crisis event data.

The downsides of social media data have precisely been by-products of the same
disintermediation that also serves as its strength. Due to the absence of verification and fact-
checking filters such as investigative reporters or desk editors, social media has been rife
with disinformation and redundancy (Gohdes 2018; Zeitzoff 2018). Additionally, it has been
falling prey to another form of availability bias, whereby social media field data can only
be produced where smartphones, internet access or cell phone towers are present. This is
an important factor because in war and disaster zones where all three can often be missing,
social media as crisis event data can be very difficult to produce. A number of recent
studies demonstrate this clearly as cell phone coverage and infrastructure has a strong
impact on the volume and reliability of social media data coming from difficult-to-access
regions (Pierskalla and Hollenbach 2013).

The remainder of this paper will focus on the following issues:

- Advantages and disadvantages of different forms of event data that feed currently
deployed A.I. monitoring/forecasting models.

- A discussion of why social media is becoming more popular as field data that is being
used to train forecasting models.

- Ethical considerations in using social media data to train A.I. conflict/migration
forecasting classifiers.
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2. The ‘Achilles Heel’ of Forecasting: Data Reliability

Forecasting critical and resource-intensive events like crises, migration, violence, and
wars have long been in demand among government, military, and international organi-
zation circles. Building prediction and early warning systems allows governments and
agencies to prepare for relief, aid, and law enforcement planning, and build resilience
against major shocks. Given the limited resources of emergency response and relief institu-
tions, forecasting can be an important cost optimization process, allowing such agencies to
be ready during time-sensitive episodes that require substantial resources.

Forecasting is also viewed with waves of suspicion in social sciences. Most direct
criticism is that the very basis of forecasting: Collating prior instances of cases to infer the
timing and type of future events, has been viewed as unrealistic, or unable to properly
capture social uncertainty (Dowding 2021). While more transformative and large-scale of
such events—‘black swans’ (Ahmad et al. 2021)—have indeed been difficult to forecast,
proponents of this approach viewed forecasting as nonetheless useful in estimating the
future trajectory of existing events. This implies that, for any forecast, at least two types
of input are required: historical data, which can be in the form of event, population, mea-
surement or survey; and a model, which will form the foundation of the estimator that
will determine the way historical data will be processed to produce the output, namely,
prediction (Efendi et al. 2018).

Event data has been an important input in violence and migration forecasting. Given
the fact that snow melts during springtime, insurgency and counter-insurgency operations
record an uptick in mountainous areas during these periods. Monsoon seasons witness
heavy rainfall, which restricts the movement of armor in muddy regions, resulting in
reduced offensives by state militaries. Mass migration away from the conflict areas is
expected when the monsoon season ends, the soil dries, and heavy armor can once again
move into combat near population centers. Heavy artillery shelling often indiscriminately
targets civilian population centers, and therefore the movement of mobile artillery units
closer to such population centers tends to generate mass exodus. In winter, heavy snowfall
and frost render combat operations in rugged areas more difficult, so combatants prepare
for spring offensives in order to pursue their tactical objectives around these areas. As
forced migration often happens around these seasonal variances, battle repertoires, and
violence patterns, these independent variables provide researchers with some degree of
confidence that past instances of events can be harnessed to predict unrealized outcomes.
It is important to emphasize that conflicts and migration are spatio-temporally multi-
dependent events and standard linear forecasts often fail to address the nuances of such
variance (Christiansen et al. 2021).

Given its high-level granularity and data volume advantages compared to more
traditional forms of crisis information, social media data is being increasingly leveraged
to monitor, as well as forecast, conflicts and migration events. It is also being used as
part of the broader suite of additional data inputs to train artificial intelligence (A.I.)
classifiers that are being deployed to monitor and forecast migration (Alexander et al. 2022;
Willekens 2018; Ning et al. 2019; Salah 2022; Bircan and Korkmaz 2021). Given bias
limitations of traditional military observer, war reporter, classical media, and aid worker-
based field data, conflict and migration forecasting big data and A.I. approaches are
becoming increasingly interested in harvesting social media as an additional layer of field
reports either in producing new datasets, or to complement existing ones. Social media
data can increase the robustness of prediction models and forecasting confidence as it
provides researchers with a greater volume of field data from crisis events, and if cleaned
for redundancy and disinformation sufficiently, they can strengthen the validity of claims
inferred through forecasts (Kaufhold et al. 2020; Shan et al. 2019).

In the migration and conflict forecasting context, A.I. could be defined as “a growing
resource of interactive, autonomous, self-learning agency, which enables computational
artifacts to perform tasks that otherwise would require human intelligence to be executed
successfully” (Taddeo and Floridi 2018). Among these self-learning tasks are the methodical
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assessment of algorithms and data inputs to improve their knowledge of performance
with experience (Flach 2012). A.I.-based analytics and forecasting methods have been
increasingly used by international organizations and governments to control and manage
human mobility. These methods include identity recognition, automated border monitoring,
and analysis of asylum applications (Beduschi 2021). Recently, these methods also began to
harvest conflict event data (including social media data) in order to train A.I. models to
predict migration (Molnar 2019a). Algorithmic migration monitoring is being increasingly
relied on in the United States, United Kingdom, Canada, and most European Union
members states, and forms the basis of next-generation migration technology investment
in major international organizations.

A.I.-based analysis and forecasting systems require significant volumes of data—
especially ‘big data’ in the form of not just large volume information, but also high granu-
larity, high velocity, and high complexity information. While there is not always a direct
relationship, data size is often an important variable in more sophisticated and accurate
A.I.-based systems. To that end, training machine learning classifiers is a data-hungry en-
deavor, which requires not just a greater number of events, but multiple reports of the same
event for greater robustness check and data validity. In addition, greater data input can
render decision and output chains more efficient in further iterations by triangulation, as
results are more robust results incrementally train further iterations with greater precision
(Tarasyev et al. 2018; Quinn et al. 2018).

3. Ethics of Social Media as Forecasting Data

Forecasting systems that are built on machine learning principles can grow increasingly
more accurate in their predictions and can ultimately make inferences about large-scale
human flows during conflicts or natural disasters. This could aid in the optimization of
relief aid or refugee camp preparations, as well as proper staffing of migration processing
centers (Molnar 2019b).

However, forecasting migration broadly, in and of itself, may not always generate
relief-oriented results. Mentioning these general pitfalls are important prior to connecting
this argument to social media data. Countries can close borders or engage in direct preven-
tative action to render refugee pathways more dangerous (Pécoud and Guchteneire 2006;
Vives 2017). Rebel groups may use forecast results published online to crack down on
civilians and cut off their escape routes (Bruce 2001; Larson and Lewis 2018). An im-
proved ability to predict migration may also cause local populations to flee earlier and
in greater numbers, given the fact that such predictions are often shared through social
media and can be seen by the locals through smart phones (Dekker et al. 2018). This, in
turn, plays into the hands of smugglers, who may provide lesser-known pathways across
countries for migrants escaping state precautions, endangering refugees (Sanchez 2017).
These prospects grow more problematic as insufficiently optimized systems get deployed
in decision and analytics roles, and end up misidentifying, miscalculating, and misjudging
refugees and their actions. Furthermore, cyber-attacks and data protection problems may
lead to migration-related datasets to be stolen, leaked, and used by malicious actors. It is
important to underline that the European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS) in its con-
sultation with the European Asylum Support Office (EASO) (D(2019) 1961 C 2018-1083)
had concluded that social media monitoring to predict migration patterns is not in line
with the EU regulations. Yet, in its disclosure, the EASO has revealed that it has been
actively harvesting social media data in order to support the operations of the Department
of Operations, Country of Origin Information (COI), Information and Analysis Unit (IAU),
and the Department of Asylum Support (DAS), among others.

Bringing the argument closer to the scope of this article, the use of social media
as migration forecasting data on the other hand, brings in an even larger set of ethical
considerations. First, the scale of migration data available through social media and mobile
phone signals yields a false sense of sophistication in analyses, that often leads decision-
makers to treat these data sources as representative, or formatted sufficiently to train
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machine learning classifiers (Stewart and Wilson 2016). A number of important studies
have time and again demonstrated that, even with its immense volume, social media or cell
phone data from forced migrations cannot be treated as representative, or are not robust
enough in their current form to properly train classifiers that lead to real world decisions
(Silver and Andrey 2019). This lack of representativeness is a major contestation area
between researchers that warn against using most media-based data systems on their own to
guide decisions, and decision-makers that aim to leverage the surface sophistication of A.I.
models built on flawed data to market the ‘validity’ of their decisions (Lachlan et al. 2016).
Since predictive and analytical models are based on inferential statistics, they operate
on degrees of probability, and thus the ‘acceptable’ threshold for decisions becomes a
political benchmark, rather than technical (Schroeder et al. 2013). Determining which
threshold is ‘sufficient’ to make life-altering inferences from data usually becomes a murky
process that decision-makers find too complicated to think about, and gets delegated to
engineers who have neither the political or legal legitimacy, nor appropriate training to
make such decisions (Rahwan 2018; Cunneen et al. 2019). Given the complexity of the
process, important details such as the variables and measurements used in benchmarking
becomes obscured from public debate and creates a problematic ethical gap.

Although algorithmic decision-making structures can often be useful with sufficient
oversight and control mechanisms, it is difficult to assert that big data migration forecast-
ing protocols have sufficient safeguards in place, rendering the very core of the process
detached from, and inaccessible to the very people it deals with (Zednik 2021). Ultimately,
A.I. predictive and forecasting analytics operate on inferences based on a number of corre-
lations, but to what extent these correlations represent causal mechanisms is not always
straightforward (Milano et al. 2021). Given the data size and speed of social media-based
information, establishing flexible and adjustable causal mechanisms becomes very difficult,
which often forces engineers to offer choice alternatives for decision-makers based solely
on correlations (Buhmann and Fieseler 2021). In cases where decisionmakers do not have
the sufficient background or advisor support to dig deeper into the questioning of such
causal mechanisms, as well as their direction and weight, big data migration forecasting
and decision procedures become opaque and poorly calibrated.

This is in line with Molnar (2021), where the advent of COVID-19 pandemic has
generated greater reliance on biosurveillance (virus-targeting robots, phone tracking, A.I.-
enabled thermal cameras), which connects to Achiume’s (2021) claim that surveillance
technologies are reinforcing spatial racism. By using pandemic-related motives, border
control agencies are relying increasingly on automated forecasting and prediction models
to keep refugees and migrants within confined spaces—camps, border wall areas, or
segregated processing centers within cities. These are what Jason de Leon (2015) calls as
‘land of open graves’, where authorities confine refugee movement and settlement into
dangerous areas where self-sustenance is often difficult. Although more traditional border
protection tactics seek similar outcomes, newer technologies render automated push-back
decisions less accountable by exporting the authority of decisions to ambivalent models
built on murky training data. As underlined in Molnar (2021), the existing track record
of automated technologies on race and gender, open ups the path for the deployment of
similar methods on migration surveillance.

Second, algorithms (as opposed to human supervised inference methods) are increas-
ingly being used in a self-learning fashion during crisis forecasting and analysis. Most
conflict and migration-related social media data are being used to train machine learn-
ing classifiers, which then ‘learn’ from this limited data and extract future instances of
data collection protocols (Wachter et al. 2017). Automated data collection and analysis
parameters are thus doubly detached from human agency, control, and legal responsi-
bility: not only does it perform in an automated fashion, but it grows increasingly less
influenced by the original human control over it that formed its primary legal and ethi-
cal basis (Mittelstadt et al. 2016). While this problem remains intact even for politically
and legally well-controlled data protection mechanisms like the GDPR, for migration and
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refugee forecasting, it is further problematically hidden from vulnerable populations, who
cannot see or challenge the inference mechanism that leads to a particular decision that
concerns their lives. Since the specific processes by which the collected data are used to
generate likelihoods of an outcome are murky, civilians are exposed not only to decisions
made by inconclusive evidence, but from a legal standpoint, cannot reliably challenge such
decisions because parameters that create such decisions are abstracted from human agency
by degrees (iterations) of self-training processes that generate machine learning classifiers
(Zarsky 2013).

In discussing the ethics and legality of migration analytics and forecasting protocols,
two key concepts form the core of the debate. These are transparency of the data collection,
modeling, and decision chain; and the explainability/comprehensibility of the technicalities
that lie within this link. Often, these protocols and classifiers, as well as the data streams
that are integrated into them, are acquired second hand from second or third-party suppli-
ers as part of ‘integrated solutions’ that contain preset classifiers and decision thresholds
(Renda 2019). When using such second-hand solutions, state institutions or international
organizations risk being challenged on the accessibility and comprehensibility grounds,
since quite often these institutions themselves do not have the engineering capacity to
understand the detailed analytics protocols themselves (Mittelstadt et al. 2016). Since insti-
tutions have low technical capacity to alter these thresholds, they quite often operate with
‘one size fits all’ parameters, that frequently produce inaccurate forecasting and analytics.
While there is an ongoing debate on whether this accessibility gap is intentional or not,
there is nonetheless such a legal and ethical gap that remains in place with such solutions.

Third, the richest aspect of social media data—that it is diverse, high-volume, and
representing a broad range of views and perspectives from field events—has the danger
of running counter to the very fundamental basis of A.I: it regularly modifies and alters
its detection, data collection, processing, and measurement approaches in a self-learning
fashion (Vallor and Bekey 2017). This renders legal and judicial oversight and legitimacy a
moving target, as it brings in a critical question: Which parameter, threshold, and confidence
interval range will be the basis of legal, ethical and political responsibility? If, for example,
a parliament or a court approves the deployment of a particular algorithmic structure to
be deployed during emergencies, migration crises and in monitoring violent conflict at t
= 0, and if the algorithms adjust its fundamental entity recognition, statistical inference,
and confidence interval optimization parameters as t + 1, t + 2 . . . how will this approval
translate over newer iterations of the algorithm? Will the algorithm be approved ‘as is’, or
can it be discussed and deliberated within a specific parameter oscillation range, expecting
its future self-learning alterations?

Given the wealth of social media data and its dramatic peaks and plateaus during
key events, using such data as machine learning training input will likely cause significant
episodic changes to how it collects and models emergency information. The fundamental
question thus becomes: are parliaments, governments, and courts equipped to deal with
the question of whether their t = 0 approval of an algorithm will be valid or not at t + 1 and
beyond? If the algorithm decides to collect data beyond its initial legal and political confines
to optimize its robustness, where will the legal and electoral responsibility lie? In political
discourse, these algorithms are generally constructed as ‘semi-supervised’ suggesting that
there will always be an engineer to optimize/oversee these parameter changes, recent
scholarship posits that this is not always the case after an algorithm is legally and politically
approved (Shneiderman 2016; Castets-Renard 2019; Elkin-Koren 2020). Lawyers, bureau-
crats, and politicians, in turn, usually do not have the knowledge or advisory assistance
to make such assessments beyond the medium-term as well, suggesting that self-learning
algorithms that are vetted prior to their approval may steer further away from their initial
parameters, and become too large to retrospectively troubleshoot, as time progresses and
data size and variability increases.

Fourth, the use of social media data as one of the inputs of classifier training risks a
high degree of data cleaning and wrangling problems. Often, data streams that harvest
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social media platforms and feed it into training and analytics dashboards have less-than-
optimal data cleaning practices, which lead to the inclusion of potentially redundant,
misleading, and sometimes incoherent information into the training chain (Chu et al. 2016;
Jain et al. 2020; Pavlyshenko 2019). When a classifier is trained based on—for example—a
social media data pool that includes heavy bot campaign, high-volume disinformation,
or misleading information, it is going to generate significantly mismatched inferences
compared to the ground reality. To illustrate, an attacker during a civil war can spread social
media disinformation about the presence of ‘potential jihadi terrorists’ among the fleeing
civilian populace, which may be picked up by automated migration crisis data extraction
protocols and generate a flawed inference about the refugees, generating disproportionately
preventative or harsh treatment by state security services, refugee camp administrations,
or even by the locals of the towns and villages along the migration path. Since a proper
cleaning and formatting of social media data takes time, current A.I. protocols have a high
likelihood of generating noisy and flawed decisions during crises with time constraints.

This increases the risks of discrimination in big data migration research. While Romei
and Ruggieri (2014) suggest that a controlled distortion of training data, introduction
of anti-discrimination inputs into the classifiers, post-processing of classifiers for a sec-
ond round check, and modifying fairness-related parameters in further iterations, this
protocol becomes tricky with social media data that renders these safeguards extremely
time-consuming. Given the fact that refugee crises are extensively securitized in tradi-
tional and social media data, narratives of migration tend to be highly securitized as well
(Colombo 2018). Using social media directly as a text input also injects this discursive
discrimination into analytical and forecasting chains, creating automatic biases about mass
human mobility. Although technically social media text data can be post-processed to
mitigate or at least soften these underlying discursive biases, it is both very time consum-
ing, and also highly context-specific given the peculiarities of foreign languages, slang,
and satire/sarcasm dynamics (Batrinca and Treleaven 2015). While these parameters are
well set in English, much more work is required to conduct this cleaning work in other
languages—especially in languages in which data cleaning engineers are not proficient.
This issue not only creates a generalized unfairness since an algorithm actively being
trained on social media data will create immediate biases against refugees, but it also
produces a second set of bias and unfairness due to the algorithm’s text corpus variances
across different languages.

Fifth, and connected to the third, the sheer size of the A.I. forecasting and analytics
data infrastructures, renders reverse engineering of mistakes very difficult and time con-
suming (Sejnowski 2020). Once such decisions lead to flawed outcomes—especially that
result in harm against refugees—returning to training data and trying to understand which
component caused the flawed outcome becomes a daunting task with social media data.
Since such troubleshooting and fixing work requires extensive staffing, time, and financial
resources, deciding to engage in such enterprise itself becomes a political and bureaucratic
decision (Agrawal et al. 2018). Even if such decision is taken, trying to find the needle in the
proverbial data haystack necessitates redirecting resources from daily monitoring, analytics,
and decision-producing protocols. Such diminishing returns renders the entirety of the
troubleshooting process deterring and potentially unsustainable, causing analytics and
prediction teams to go ahead with insufficiently trained classifiers that continue to produce
flawed results—and worse: learn from these flawed priors (Coglianese and Lehr 2016).
When such cases persist, it becomes nearly impossible to find which data stream caused
the flawed interpretation, which engineering department was responsible for it, and most
importantly: who is to be held legally accountable for such flawed interpretations. This
creates not just an ethical problem whereby the source of harm against migrants/refugees
cannot be identified reliably, but it also poses a significant legal problem where respon-
sibility cannot be traced, and binding revisions cannot be applied to proper individuals,
teams, and inference mechanisms. Not only that this mechanism puts people at risk into
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harm, but it also creates a digitally authoritarian construct which invisibly shuts the door
to complaints, information requests and legal reparation options.

There are other problems with big data migration and violence forecasting that is
beyond the scope of this paper, which focuses on using social media as classifier training
data. These problems include (but are not limited to) problems with the analysis and
modeling robustness aspect of algorithms, i.e., the fact that the statistical parameters that
generate decisions or help the algorithm learn secondary tasks may not always be calibrated
well enough, or accurate. Since there is a know-how and formational disconnect between
engineers who calibrate these models and the decision-makers who act on the findings
of such models, inference model accuracy becomes less of a mathematical or technical
endeavor and more of a political and ethical one in which confidence intervals, variable
weights, directions/strength of correlations, and how within-sample evidence is used to
generate out-of-sample forecasts become biased, and potentially discriminatory.

4. Avenues for Ethical Social Media Data Use in Migration and Violence Forecasting

The above account may suggest that the number of issues that currently obscure
the use of social media data as a reliable emergency information for training A.I.-based
systems and assisting in their inference and forecast protocols are too insurmountable. This
does not imply that social media data cannot be used for such purposes, but a number of
broader ethical and legal decisions have to be made before more technical/programming
optimization work can be undertaken.

One of the first pathways to render social media data ‘more useable’ in algorithmic
format would be to find ways to anonymize and render such data untraceable back to a
vulnerable person, or a group. While some anonymization approaches are available for
accounts whose social media posts are part of training classifiers, such anonymization
becomes harder in video and image data, where the content is crucial for inference, and
can often contain information about actual identity of individuals and groups that are both
vulnerable and in danger (Beigi et al. 2018; Townsend and Wallace 2017; Zhang et al. 2018).
A new anonymization protocol is necessary to create a disconnect between actual identities
and the inference produced as a result of it, as well as further studies that explore how lack
of anonymity creates unintended discriminatory inferences by algorithms.

This logic, however, needs to be dissected when considering individual versus collec-
tive harm. Harm and discrimination towards one, or a small number of migrants fits into
a different anonymization debate compared to harm and discrimination towards a larger
flow of migration. In the former context, anonymization can provide a viable solution (as
it is already deployed as such by the EASO and UNHCR), although it starts to become
less relevant to the migrant protection debate within the context of large-scale flows. This
point becomes a larger political and ideological issue (anti-immigration), as opposed to
a technical and human rights-related debate because discrimination of one or a group of
migrants within the basis of ethnicity, religion and biometrics sits in a different corner of
the anonymization debate compared to extracting data from a mass exodus. In the latter
context, identity-related variables form a secondary consideration in light of the more
important first consideration: where the migration flow has originated, where it is headed
to, and which pathways it transits through. The difference between the two also contains
the difference between flawed state responses (a) by denying the right to claim asylum by
a wholesale prevention or migration, and (b) by targeting one, or a group of people in a
discriminatory fashion using data collected through social media.

The second path is to broaden the judicial, bureaucratic, and parliamentary discus-
sions on the responsibility of A.I. systems. While this decision will likely differ across
countries and political systems, countries will most likely opt for a shared responsibility
infrastructure for A.I.-based decision errors, distributing legal and political error margins
between engineers, system managers and A.I. protocols. In a flawed decision that creates a
significant level of human suffering, the legal attribution chain will likely follow through
(1) the institution, (2) the director, (3) the sub-manager, (4) the chief engineer, (5) the junior
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engineer that runs, operates, and maintains the code structure of the algorithm. Which
line of the hierarchy is to blame will likely be a political decision that different countries
will take differently based on power dynamics between various related institutions, and
within the institution that has undertaken the flawed decision (Shah 2018). In recent years,
a new debate emerged on the ‘moral agency’ of algorithms—i.e., whether non-human
actors of an algorithm such as sequence, selection, and iteration can be held responsible in
a court of law (Véliz 2021; Cunneen et al. 2019). This debate risks what Wachter et al. define
as ‘de-responsibilization of human actors’, which in simple terms is to ‘hide behind the
computer’ and exporting the responsibility of flawed decisions to unprosecutable agents
(Lösch et al. 2017; Kirkpatrick 2016). This trend runs closer to Hannah Arendt’s observation
of how inhuman and structurally hostile actions can dispassionately be undertaken by bu-
reaucratic networks and actors that are following rules and protocols that create automated
iterations of suffering without agency on their part.

The third path follows the ‘right to reasonable inferences’ debate and its introduction
into the debate on the use of social media data for big data migration and violence fore-
casting purposes (Wachter and Mittelstadt 2019; Veronese et al. 2019). In GDPR context,
this right posits that individuals whose data is harvested for inference and prediction
tasks that concern their lives (‘high-risk inferences’), have the right to ask for justification
by the appropriate data manager to disclose whether said inference has been produced
through justifiable and explainable protocols. When used as part of a decision or action that
concerns migrants and refugees, the algorithm managers and engineers have to produce a
public explanation that outlines the rationale for using the dataset to produce said output,
whether the form of inference and modeling is truly appropriate for said decision, and
whether the output is sufficiently robust and statistically meaningful within the legal and
legislative parameters set by that country’s laws and regulations.

To conclude, high-velocity social media data streams contain significant potential for
emergency monitoring and forecasting; however, many contemporary examples of such
attempts remain ethically and legally problematic. This problem is not limited to the use of
social media data, but concerns several other components of big data migration and conflict
forecasting practices, such as flawed inferences, opaque decisions, and policy-engineering
mismatch between thresholds that generate profiling, monitoring, and scenario-building.
This paper has argued that the use of social media data can exacerbate existing problems
with explainability, interpretability, and transparency of A.I. forecasting and decision
systems that deal with violence and forced migration. This paper has argued that the use of
social media data can exacerbate existing problems with explainability, interpretability, and
transparency of A.I. forecasting and decision systems that deal with violence and forced
migration. Large data injection through the inclusion of social media data into self-learning
A.I. monitoring systems generate a false sense of sophistication that forces decision-makers
to disregard the validity, representativeness, and robustness of such systems. Since they are
self-learning systems, learning classifiers that produce decision options become detached
from the people they is monitoring, become unreachable from the migrants’ standpoint,
and can potentially endanger vulnerable populations under duress.

Third, since social media data contains rapidly changing stances, discourses, and
narratives, A.I. systems that use such data as training input risks steering outside the
confines of legal and parliamentary oversight. While courts and legislators may ethically
and legally approve a self-learning algorithm initially, weeks and months after these
algorithms start learning on their own, they have a great likelihood of straying into an
oversight ‘gray zone’. Further problems arise from the fact that most A.I. migration
and conflict monitoring systems have suboptimal data cleaning practices. This renders
models vulnerable to bot campaigns and disinformation and risks bias and discrimination
against migrant populations. Finally, although social media data brings immense data
diversity to help teach machine learning classifiers, its sheer scale renders retrospective
troubleshooting very difficult, especially when these systems make a costly flawed decision
and reverse-engineering becomes essential to find out which data streams caused the
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problem. Although it is still early, once these issues are discussed and potentially resolved,
social media data can be used ethically and cleanly in future A.I. migration and conflict
monitoring tasks.

An important step in these directions were taken by the European Data Protection
Supervisor (EDPS) in its consultation with the European Asylum Support Office (EASO)
(D(2019) 1961 C 2018-1083), where social media monitoring for migration prediction was
deemed illegal within the parameters of the EU law. However, it is important to keep in
mind that the EDPS conclusion is only limited to EASO’s operations, and asserts that track-
ing migration within the context of migrant smuggling and human trafficking monitoring
are beyond the scope of EASO, and therefore, leaves a gray area for other EU agencies that
may be monitoring social media for migration on the pretext that such monitoring is done
to ‘prevent crime’.

Still, however, there is significant discussion space as to what extent EDPS judgement
will have a binding effect on other EU nations’ daily border protection practices, or form
a model to emulate for the border protection agencies of the rest of the world. As the
competition to train more accurate models—either in conflict or migration prediction—
social media data will remain a controversial, yet an increasingly popular choice, as the
debate over how best to use it ethically and to meet strategic objectives will likely continue
in the following years.
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